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COLLOQUIAL STYLE AND ITS USE IN 
PLATO'S LATER WORKS 1 

Holger Thesleff 

Is is a well-known fact that Plato uses so-called colloquial language to a 
greater extent in the dialogues of the first and middle periods, than in his 
late works. Indeed, it seems characteristic of the style of his late works that 
colloquial traits are absent. In his late works Plato prefers an abstract, heavy, 
twisted baroque prose that has been sometimes referred to as oynos (>>heavy 
heaped-up bulk>>). The difference between Platonic colloquial style and late 
Platonic onkos is easily noticed if one compares two typical passages such as 
the following, the first taken from the early Laches, the second from the late 
Laws: 

I. La. 194 e-195 b 

AA. Ilavv flEV oi5v ogOw~ avioV E(!WiiJ~, rJj .Ewxgais~, uai slneiw 
I \ :5 \ ';' ys ilVa f{J1]GlV aV'i'Y}V Bll'at. 

N le Tavi'Y}V lywys, rh Aaxn~, -r:~v iwv ostvwv xal OaeeaAewv lnu;-r:fJfl1JV 
195 xai BV noASflq) ual BV rol~ aAAOl~ anaatv. 

AA. ~Q~ a-r:ona J,.iyst, dJ .Ewuga-r:ss. 
J:Q. Ileos rt rovi' slns~ {3Ai1JJas, rh Aaxn~; 
AA. Ilea~ o it; xwei~ oljnov aorpla sariv avogsla~. 
J:Q. Ovxovv cpnat ys Ntxla~. 
AA. Ov flBViOt fUl L1 la· iav-r:a iOl uai A'Yj(!BL. 
J:Q. Ovxoffv OtOaGUWflBV avi6v, aAAa fl~ AOlOO(!WflSV. 
NI. Ovx, aAAa flOl ooxsi, JJ LWU(jais~, Aaxn~ BntOVflSLV XUflS cpavfjvat 

b fl1JOEV Aiyovia, Oil ~tal av-r:o~ tl(!il iOtOViO~ erpavn. 
AA. Ilavv· flEV oiJv, rJj Ntxta, ~tal nstgaCJOflal ys anocpfjvat. ovoev yae 

'j I 5 \ 5 I ::> ""' I 5 ~ ' \ \ ~ \ ::> I '' ~ 
Aeyst~· snst avitxa sv rat~ voaot~ ovx ot ta'i(!Ot -r:a ustva s;rua-raviat; 'YJ ot 
aVO(!BWl OO'>COVGl (JOl snla-raaOat; ~ iOVs largov~ av avoeslov~ xaltsis; 

NI .. Ovo' onwartovv. 

1 Paper read at the 5th International Congress of Classical Studies at Bonn, Sept. 2nd, 
Ig6g. 
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2. Lg. IX. 857 be 

KA. Ilws 0~ ABYOflcV, w ~EVE, flrJOEV otacpE(!clV rip xAenrovrt flEya ~ 
rJfllX(!OV vrpsAOflEVcp xai e~ Zsewv ~ oalwv xai oaa aAAa sari nsei xAon~v 
niiaav aVOftOtornra exovra, ols Ocl notxlAols otJatv lnsa{}at rdv VOflOffEirJV 
flrJOEv Oflolats Cn~tlats CrJ~ttovvra; 

Ae. :J/ Aetar'' w KAstvla, axso6v r:t flS wanse ffJS(!OflSVOV avrtxeovaas 
c avr/jysteas, SVVSVOrJXOra os xai ll(!Oic(!OV VllEflVrjrJas, art Ta llc(!l r~v rwv 

VOf-lWV {}iatv OVOc'Vl re6ncp nwnors yeyovsv oe{}ws OtansnOVrJflEVa, Ws ys 
iv rip vvv naeansnrwx6rt Aiystv. 

The Laches passage is notably lively, and the colloquial style may appear 
to correspond to this liveliness. The passage from the I~aws, again, though it is 
formally dialogue, exhibits an abstract, circumstantial and, in general, ex
pansive style; the vocabulary is largely above the colloquial level, as a closer 
analysis would indicate. 

The following passage from the Timaeus is another illustration of onkos 
style. Notice here the twists in the thought and, hence, in the sentence struct-
ure: 

3· Ti. 48 c-e 

vvv OB otJv TO ys nae:J iJftWV JJos ixirw· r~v flEV nsei anavrwv EliE aexiJv 
SliE aexas s'trs onn OO'XEl rovrwv JlE(}l TO vvv ov enriov, at' a}~,Ao flEV OVOEV, 
ota OB rd xaAsndv slvat xara iOV nae6vra re6nov rfjs OlE~OOOV or;Awaat 
ra ooxovvra, Jlr/ji' oJv Vf-lEls o'tsa{}s OElV EflE Asystv, ovr' avro~ a?J ns{{}stv 
ipavrdv s'tr;v av ovvar6s, Ws oe{}ws iyxcl(!Olfl' av roaovrov snt{3aAAOflEt'Os 

d leyov· rd a£ xar' aexas en{}sv otarpvAarrwv, rijv iWV slx6rwv Aoywv OvVaf-ltV, 
JtEl(!arJOflat flrJOSVOs fjrrov slx6ra, ftiiAAOV OB xai Eflll(!O(J{}sv an' aexifs llE(!l 
ixaarwv xai ~vpnavrwv Asystv. f}sov oi; xai vvv sn:J aexfi rwv AEYOflEVWV 
awrfjea s~ ar6nov xai af;{}ovs otr;yr/jasws ll(!O~ rd rwv slxorwv ooypa 

e OtaawC, ElV iJ~tiis intxaAsaaflSVOl naAlV aexw~tsffa Asystv. 

Though it is easy to see a difference in style between the Laches passage 
(sample text I) and the two other passages, it is reasonable to ask how we 
can know that the former reflects colloquial Attic, or indeed, how we can 
know in what (generic) 'style' it is written. This should be the place for a 
theoretical consideration of style and stylistic analysis, but I shall deal with 
theory very briefly. I shall not enter upon the question whether there ts, 
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strictly speaking, such a thing as 'colloquial language' (sermo familiaris or 

cottidianus, 'Umgangssprache') in Wunderlich's, Bally's, Spitzer's and J. B. 
Hofmann's sense - i.e. colloquial language as a generic manner of speech. 

But at any rate there are such things as colloquialisrns. The criterion of a collo
quialism, I take it, is not 'affectiveness' or 'expressiveness' or 'banality' or 

'ungrammaticality' or whatever general qualitative indications have been 

suggested. The only reliable heuristic criterion of a colloquialism - be it a 

form, a word or a phrase - is simply its habitual context: the criterion of a 
colloquialism is the fact that the phenomenon in question is preferred in 

contexts of informal speech (such as non-literary passages in Comedy, in 

Xenophon's Socratic works, and in Plato's early writings) and, on the other 
hand, avoided in formal contexts (such as high poetry or rhetoric or scientific 

prose or legal style). Some colloquialisms are for various reasons more striking 
than others, and some are preferably used in cultivated conversation, some 

in lower social strata ('vulgarisms', 'slang expressions', etc.). The distinctions 

are necessarily vague. But for the present purpose it is sufficient to state that 

if colloquialisms are somehow predominant in a piece of speech or writing, 
then this may be said to have a colloquial style. A checking of the habitual 

context of the words and expressions of the Laches passage will show that 

nearly everything in it is either distinctly colloquial (though without a vulg
ar flavour) or stylistically neutral (i.e. not markedly preferred in any genre 

of style). 

For comparison I quote from the Euthydenzus another example of vivid 
colloquial style: 

4· Euthd. 287 be 

~I e\ \ ,..., " - 5 I \ " I ";' ,..., wars a ro newrov Bl'llOflBV vvv avaplflVrJaXEl, ual Bl rt nsevalv Elnov, vvv 
dvaflV'Yja{}~aEl, TOts o" BV Tip nae6vrl AcYOflEVOls ovx E~cls 0 'it xefi; Ka'i 
yaf], ECfJ'Yj'V syw, xaAsno£ slat navv, cl'XOiWs· naea aocpwv yaf] AEyoviat• 
lns'i xai 'iOV'iqJ rip TcAI3Via£cp nayxa'Asnov xefJaaa{}at laTlV, qJ 'Aiysts. 
TO yae OV'X l!xw 0 Tl xewpal T£ nOTe 'Aiycls, iJJ Lllovva6owes; I} ofjAov Oil Ws 

c OV'X lxw B~cAsy~at avr6v; lnsi slni, rt (JOl aAAo vosi TOViO TO r}fjpa, TO 
., '' t:l I - -1 I ., A 1 1 ., e\ \ 1 I " 1 1 ovx sxw o Tt xerJaOflal iOls Aoyots; AA o av Acystr;, ccp'YJ, Tovrq> rot navv 

xa'Asnov xefJa{}at· lns'i an6xetvat. Ile'iv as anoxetvaaDat, 1]v o., lyw, dJ 
A Is_ 0' ., I " ";"H ' S.' A' I " Lltovvaouwes; vu anoxetvst, scp'Yj. xat utxatov; Llt'Xatov flEVTot, scp'Yj. 
T7 ' I 1 I '3'" ~., !I I Il.aTa Ttva Aoyov; YJV u syw ... 
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This passage includes a 'vulgarism', to judge from parallels in Comedy: 

ovrw~ sl Ke6vo~ >>are you so stoneage. $ .?>> Plato of course very seldom 
employs vulgarisms, and when he does, they always have a special point: 
the present case is meant to characterize the speaker, Dionysodoros. 

I hope I have made it sufficiently clear what I mean by colloquial style 
and how it can be traced in Plato's writings. In my book on Plato's styles 
(I g67) I have given a tentative survey of the distribution and function of 
colloquial sections in Plato's works of the early and middle periods. It seems 
that colloquial style has, generally speaking, three functions in these works: 
First, it is used as a basic style from which various passages with higher style 
stand out, either as parody or with more serious intentions. Colloquial Attic 
represents the mimetic play, the natou!t, which constitutes the basis of all or 
most of these dialogues, and it contributes to their realistic setting. Second
ly, in vivid passages the colloquial style often becomes clustered, condensed, 
as it were. It can be seen that the variation between mimetically more lively 
and less lively sections, between colloquial style condensed and colloquial 
style rarified (or evaporating into other styles), creates a compositional rhythm 
or pulse in the dialogues, which corresponds to their formal structure: an 
opening conversation is often vividly colloquial, the conclusion is sometimes 
so, and inside the work there can be found several colloquial interludes. 
And thirdly, colloquialisms are often used for character portraiture, in the 
first place of Socrates, occasionally of others. 

A study of the function of style- the interrelation of 'Gehalt' und 'Gestalt' 
(Kakridis) -naturally contributes to interpretation. Very much remains to 
be done regarding Plato's colloquialisms from this point of view. I should 
like to concentrate here on two special questions that have received almost 
no attention so far: What happened to the colloquial style in Plato's late 
works? And if there are colloquialisms in the late works, have they any notable 
bearing on the interpretation of Plato? 

It will be useful to start with some works where Plato's late style, the onkos, 
makes its first appearance. Of the works which in various ways point forward 
to the late period, the Republic, Books II-X, and the Phaedrus are best suited 
for our purpose. Here we can observe how the onkos style grows up and 
forces colloquial style out of its way. 

In the Republic, after the introductory scenes of the 2nd book, colloquial 
Attic does not function as the basic style nor has it any obvious function of 
character drawing left. There still occur clusters of colloquialisms, but they 
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seem to have chiefly a structural function. Colloquial or semi-colloquial inter
ludes offer retardation, relaxation, relief, as indeed they often do in the earlier 
dialogues; but it is interesting to note (and this is less manifest in the earlier 

dialogues) that from the latter part of the 2nd book of the Republic onwards 
such interludes seerr1 to come as a rule immediately before sections of parti
cular importance. Colloquial style is becoming a contrast style for relief. 

This contrasting and, hence, underlining function of colloquial style can be 
observed for instance in Book IV, tracing the true nature of justice (R. IV. 
432 b-e); at the end of Book VI, introducing the similes of the Line and the 
Cave (R. VI. 509 c); and in Book X, introducing the concluding section on 
the immortality of the soul (R. X. 6o8 cd). It is possible that a closer study 
of the retarding and structuring function of colloquial style could give some 
clues to what Plato himself though particularly important in this gigantic 
work. 

Similarly in the Phaedrus, after the extensive playful introduction, the chief 
function left for colloquial style seems to be retardation and contrast. There 
is an illustrative example in the centre of the work, at the peripeteia where 
Socrates refers to his inner voice, the daimonion, which causes a radical 
change of approach: 

5· Phdr. 242 b-d 

"n eH I !) ,, ') ') ::> () I ' ' .s: (3 I ' .s: I I 
.LJ~&.. Vl'X- BflcllJJ.OV, wya s, TOV noTaflOV uta atVclV, TO uatflOVtOV TB 
\ \ 5 e \ ""' I I e ' I ' \ _s: I 5 1 c\ " c uat ro stw os GYJflBtov flOt ytyvsa at sysvsro - ast us flB sntaxst o av 

flEAAW nearTclV - 'X-at Ttva cpwv~v eoo~a avr60sv axovaat, if flc ovx sf!. 
antivat Jr(!lV av acpoauhawflal, Ws of] Tl fJfla(!TYJXOTa Sts iO Os'iov. Stfll oij 
oi5v flaVils flEV, ov navv Os anovoa'io~, aAA5 wanse Ot Ta yeafl{laia cpaiJAot, 
oaov flSV Eflavrii) flOVOV [uav6s· aacpw~ oiSv fjOrJ flavfJavw rd lifla(!T1]fla. 
w~ O'IJ rot, JJ STales, flaVil'X-OV yi Tl ua[ ij 1fJVxlj· BflB yae lOea~s flE'V il uat 

I 'j ') I \ ') I I 5 _s: I 5 '' lf~ I \ 
na~~.at ~~.syovra rov ~~.oyov, xat nw~ suvawnOVflrJV uaT pvxov, fl/Yj Tt naea 
()so 'is 

d afl{JAauwv it{laV neo~ av8ewnwv aflSl1jJW" 
vvv o:J flaOnflal TO liflaernpa. 

lfJAI. Aiyst~ oe a~ rt; 
EQ .. L1stv6v, JJ l!Ja'ioes, Ostvdv Aoyov avr6~ TB SXOfllGar; EflE iS ijvayuaaas 

' -stnstv. 
lfJAI. IIws of]; 
J:Q. Ev~en uai vn6 Tl aas{Jij· 0~ Tt~ av clYJ Ostv6rseo~; 
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The style of this passage has notably few literary traits for being from the 
Phaedrus. It characterizes of course Socrates the siewv, but this is certainly 
not its only function. The contrast to the surrounding sections is evident, 
indeed magnificent, if it is remembered that what has preceded is the awk
ward first speech of Socrates, and what follows immediately after this rather 
down-to-earth interlude is the palinodic speech about the cosmic flight of 
the soul, with a display of high styles that lend some of their colour to the 
rest of the work. 

Having discovered that Plato towards the end of his middle period tended 
to use colloquial style chiefly as a structural contrast style, we may turn to 
the late works. 

It is true in general terms that Platonic onkos colours all these works. And 
we can see from sample text 2 that a piece of onkos dialogue need not include 
any obvious colloquialisms. But this is not always so. By closer examination 
we can detect a fair amount of colloquialisms in Plato's late works. The great 
majority, it is true, consists of isolated words and expressions which are on 
the whole more common in the earlier dialogues and in other evidently coll
oquia] contexts and which probably have been adopted in the late works 
as mechanized dialogue idioms. As such they do not give a distinct colloquial 
flavour to their onkos context - I am referring to occasional instances of 

va{, fJ(jJOOQa, a7:Ta, deictic -{, nov, rax:J av l(JW~, and the like, and various 
combinations of particles, and some idiomatic formulae. The question whether 
such apparent colloquialisms received a different flavour or became 'neutral
ized' in the course of the 4th century, after having been more distictly coll
oquial in the early classical age (this is what happened e.g. to the verb .Aa.Aiw ), 
is a difficult separate problem which I cannot discuss here. 

Some apparent colloquialisms, however, look rather more unmechanized, 
sometimes even striking. Such instances have probably to be regarded as 
conscious or unconscious lapses into the usage of spoken Attic, such as an 

occasional nana{ (Lg. IV. 704 c), or avrtua meaning >>for instance>> (V. 727 a). 
But whether these words and expressions are classed as real colloquialisms or 

not, it is essential to note that they are, on the whole, quite isolated. 
Yet sometimes they occur in clusters. It is true that they never actually 

predominate over the onkos or otherwise literary context so as to create a real 

colloquial style. But the clusters give a certain colloquial flavour to the ex
position. These passages of 'condensed' colloquialisms in Plato's late works 

certainly do not serve the purpose of character portraiture: all characters in 
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these works are non-individual mouth-pieces for different approaches above 
the mimetic level. Nor do such passages really emphasize the external com
positional rhythm, the alternation between conversation on one hand and 
elenchos or monologue on the other (besides, this rhythm is largely blurred 
in the late works). But the colloquializing passages seem to have some kind 
of relief function for the internal structure of the exposition. They appear 
to introduce sections of eminent importance. 

This can be seen, for instance, in the Philebus. Apart from the introduction, 
there occur some passages \vhere the tone of the discussion becomes livelier 
and which have a slight concentration of colloquialisms. This is obvious at 
three points in particular: just before the main theme is entered upon (23 b), 
and when a new and better approach to pleasure and pain is introduced 
(27 e-3r a), and just before the final contrasting of the views of Philebos 

and Socrates (58 e-6o a). 
Is it that Plato gets excited when he approaches points of fundamental 

importance? Or is he getting careless when he envisages the end of an argument 
that has turned out to be unsatisfactory? Or is this just a reminiscence of his 
earlier practice of vivid interludes? I should think that the second and third 
explanations are more relevant than the first one. The colloqualizing passages 
finish an old argument rather then open a new one (though of course in 
Plato old and new arguments are usually somewhat interwoven). But to us 
such passages at the same time indicate that something fresh is to follow. 
At any rate it would seem that we have here an instrument for detecting 
what Plato himself wanted to emphasize - a very modest instrument, to be 
sure, and certainly not an infallible one, but a support for other considerations 
of his intentions. 

The structural contrast function of colloq uializing passages can also be seen 

in the Sophistes and the Politicus. In the monologues of Timaeus, Critias and 
the 7th Letter I have found no obvious traces of it (though there are isolated 
colloquialisms), but it should be remembered that these works do not lend 
themselves to the adoption of a practice developed in the dialogues. 

Now, what about the Laws? Can the study of the distribution of colloquial
isms throw any light on the structure of this seemingly chaotic mass of material 

and thoughts? 
First, it can be stated that there occur slight fluctuations in the frequency 

of colloquialisms in the Laws. It is natural that most of the extensive mono

logues (especially in the sth book with its 'prooimion' and the 8th and gth 

15- Arctos 
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books with their specimens of laws) have a very low frequency of colloquial
isms. The frequency is on the whole higher in the three introductory books, 

in the 7th book (which is concerned with education), in the Ioth book (on 
theology), and in the I 2th book (in particular in the section dealing with the 
Nocturnal Council, g6o b-g66 b). As a general reason for this I suggest that 
these sections include a greater variety of approaches, and matters that invited 
irony and play. The question may be worth further study. 

But in addition to this general fluctuation, there occur fairly marked clusters 
of colloquialisms at some nine or ten points, most of them in Books I-IV. 
If these passages are taken as structural indicators, they direct our attention 
to some ideas which may be regarded as fundamental in the first five books 
of the Laws, and which perhaps, if emphasized, give some glimpses of an 
internal progressive order of thoughts. The interpretation that I am going 
to suggest is by no means revolutionary: it follows partly FriedHinder, partly 
some others, but it puts the emphasis somewhat differently. The following 
ideas become underlined by colloquializing passages: the superiority of 

awcpeoavvn and vov~ over mere bravery (there is a crisis with playful colloquial
isms at I. 629 b); the irrelevance of common opinions (coli. at II. 658 a-e); 
the necessity of engaging all forces of the community in a harmonic appreciation 
of what is right (the three choruses, introduced at II. 664 d-665 b); the 
development of city states culminating in the Dorian state (coli. at Ill. 68o cd); 
the failure of the Dorian state (coli. at Ill. 686 c-e); the failure of all human 
institutions and the superiority of theocracy (coli. at IV. 712 de, sample text 6); 
and finally, the importance of persuading people to obey the laws (coli. at 
IV. 722 c-e). The development of the last two points, theocracy and persuasion, 
may be said to correspond to the visionary central sections of Plato's earlier 
works. It is therefore interesting to note that one of the most manifest clusters 
of colloquialisms, perhaps the most obvious one in the whole of the Laws, 
is that which occurs immediately before the Kronos myth and the fan1ous 
speech on the majesty of divine law. Part of the passage runs as follows: 

6. Lg. IV. 712 de 

ME. Kat fh~V ~vvvowv ye, (jj ~svs, 'i~V sv AaxsoatfhOVl JtOAl'iciav ovrc 
" I J- t:l t:l I ' ' ~ ""' \ \ I~ BXW (JOt qJ(!a~.:,SlV OV'iW~, 1]V'itVa Jt(!O(Jay0(28V8lV aVTrJV uSl. 'Xal yae 'iV(!aVVlut 

Ooxsl ftOl neoasotxsvat· 7:0 yae 'iWV ecp6ewv {}avfhaardv w~ rveavvt'XO'V sv avrfj 

ysyovs. xat 'il~ evfois flOl cpafvsrat naawv 'iWV n6Aswv OrJfhO'X(!a'iOVf.kSVrJ 

fUiAt(JT~ BOl'XBVat. 7:0 05 
ai5 fl~ cpavat aetaroxear{av av'i~V slvat navr&naatv 
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e ilronov· xai ftrrv o~ {3aatAsta ys ou1 (Jtov 1/' eariv ev avrfl xai aexatord:rr; 
naawv xai neos navTWV dv{}ewnoJV xai ijpwv avrwv AcYOflEVrJ. eyw o£ 
OVTW vvv e~a{cpv1]s av E(!WT1J{}cis OVTWs, onse slnov, ovx lxw OW(!tGaftcVo; 
slns'iv, rts Tovrwv sari Twv noAtTstwv. 

Notice here the aporetic embarassrr1ent of Megillos. The colloquialisms reflect 

this, e.g. uai fl~V ... ys (and soon afterwards xai fl~V o~ ... ys ), probably 
ovx lxw with infinitive (resun1ed at the end of the passage), xai yae, {}avflaardv 
d)s, xa{ Tls, aTOJtOV (at least when emphasized as here; navTanaatV a:ronov 
may be something like Engl. coiL >>extraordinary>>), indefinite ovrws twice -

along with literary and intellectual traits. The last sentence is typical: >>Well, 
being asked now suddenly like this, really, as I said, I can't say exactly -vvhich 

of these governments Sparta has.>> Also the repetition of the comrnonplace 

verb slnov may be a colloquialism. Frorn this down-to-earth aporia Plato 
then rises to myth and vision. The technique reminds of the Phaedrus, though 
it is less dynamic. 

But after the 5th book of the Laws there are few traces left of the structural 
contrast function of colloquialisms. Apart from the general fluctuation to 

which I have referred, the vanishing pulse of contrasting can still be heard 

at two or three points. At any rate it has little significance in the later books. 
I do not believe its disappearance can be used as an argument for spuriousness 

or extensive revision: all through his literary career Plato tended to elaborate 
the first halves of his works more than the latter halves. 

It may have become clear that I do not doubt the Platonic authorship of 
the Laws. The stylistic pulse, however feeble it is, rather indicates authenticity. 




